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ABSTRACT

This paper reports on how asynchronous mobile video
messaging presents users with a challenge to doing ‘being
ordinary’. 53 participants from three countries were
recruited to try Skype Qik at launch for two weeks. Some
participants embraced Skype Qik as a gift economy,
emphasizing a special relationship enacted through crafted
self-presentation. However, gift exchange makes up only a
small proportion of conversation. Many participants
struggled with the self-presentation obligations of video
when attempting more everyday conversation. Faced with
the ‘tyranny of the everyday’, many participants reverted to
other systems where content forms reflected more
lightweight exchange. We argue that designing for fluid
control of the obligations of turn exchange is key to mobile
applications intended to support everyday messaging.
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INTRODUCTION

The appetite for video in the consumer mobile social space
seems insatiable. PEW reports that, in the US, uploading or
posting videos online doubled from 14% in 2009 to 31% in
2013, and 23% of adults who post videos online do so using
a mobile app [35]. Sharing mobile video clips is popular in
Social Network Sites (e.g. Facebook, Sina Weibo),
messaging services (e.g. iMessage, WhatsApp, WeChat),
and short picture and video services (e.g. SnapChat, Vine,
Instagram, Dubsmash). Of course, posting video is rarely a
unitary act, it is a turn in communication exchange of some
sort. This suggests that an economy is operating to organize
value, allocation, and relative distribution of such turns
[41]. Despite the importance of video, though, one
commonality of the services above is that whether video is
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the primary definer (Vine) or one in a number of modalities
(WhatsApp), video tends to be exchanged for responses in
other modalities: text, emoji, images, likes, favorites, etc.
Despite the introduction of Multimedia Message Service
(MMS) in the early 2000s [44], exchanging mobile video
clips in a manner akin to conversational turn-taking has not
become a mainstream MMS activity. In the smartphone era,
it took until mid-2013 for the Glide video messaging app to
experience even a short period of viral growth [32]. 2014
and 2015 saw the launch of at least four similar services
(Skype Qik, Peep, Peeq, and Pop) but video messaging has
still not attained anywhere near the prominence of other
mobile video sharing. This raises the interesting question as
to why this might be. Technology adoption is influenced by
a combination of market, social, and technological
conditions, skills and cultural practices [19], and the
perceived comparison of value to effort. In this paper we
explore how people reason about the economies of turn
exchange in asynchronous mobile video messaging.
The paper will be structured as follows. We introduce
Skype Qik, highlighting the design constraints that made it
a useful site for research. We then review self-presentation
in video-mediated communication and report our methods
and analytic approach. We provide empirical findings based
on interviews and observed videos, and conclude with a
conceptual discussion and issues for design.
SKYPE QIK

Skype Qik (Figure 1) was intended to afford rapid, light
touch, everyday video messaging amongst close contacts.

Figure 1: Skype Qik key screens.

It was launched in October 2014 as a standalone from the
established Skype service. Although Skype acquired a
mobile livecasting service named ‘Qik’ [11] prior to
Microsoft’s acquisition of Skype itself, Skype Qik takes no
features from its apparent namesake. At launch, Skype Qik
users could create video messaging threads for groups of 2
to around 200 people from their phone contact lists. Video

clips of up to 42 seconds each could be recorded and then
added to the message thread by any participant in much the
same way as one might add a text message to a thread in a
messaging app. Threads were represented as a series of
thumbnail videos below the main video window. A video
message could be played individually or connected
sequences of video could be played from any point in the
thread. The earliest messages auto-deleted after 14 days.
Sharing of clips was not possible; one sent, one received,
but could not forward. The single concession to clip re-use
was ‘Qik Fliks’: Users could pre-record six-second videos
to be used in threads as ‘personalized emoji’.
However, in contrast to virtually every other messaging
app, Skype Qik excluded all other communicative modes.
No text, emoji, images, sound clips could be created, nor
were there meta-communicative capabilities such as likes,
favorites, or votes. Creation was constrained to what could
be achieved externally to the camera in a single recording
take. There were no capabilities for augmenting visuals, no
uploading of clips from any sources, and no editing. This
limited feature set provided a rare opportunity for field
research into the effect of extreme constraint that was not
artificially created for the purpose of the study. Would new
users intuitively take to pure asynchronous video for
everyday messaging or revert to one of their existing apps?
FITTING VIDEO INTO ORDINARY LIFE

This study continues the HCI interest in everyday mobile
messaging [29, 30]. Displaying ourselves and observing
others as fitting in to ordinary life is a practical
achievement. For Goffman this means engaging in “normal
appearances”: silent displays of public inconspicuousness
ourselves and providing “civil inattention” for others [17,
p.314]. For Sacks, “no matter what happens, pretty much
everybody is engaged in finding only how it is that what is
going on is usual, with every effort possible”, which he
called “doing ‘being ordinary’” [40, p.215].
Doing ‘being ordinary’ via video-mediated communication
has been more complicated than its pioneers in the 1920s
dreamed [7]. It has taken most of the last century for videocalling to become a mainstream activity [42]. Although
technical and economic factors have played a large part in
this struggle, research across contexts (domestic to
institutional) and technical variations (asynchronous to
always-on) has consistently found a central tension between
the perceived emotional value of video versus the selfconsciousness of being seen and heard [13, 20, 27].
When mobile video-calling was still relatively new in 2006,
it was used to complement other mobile communication
modes and was thus saved for special moments: cultural
occasions or showing things outside of a fixed field of view
[29]. However, the flexibility of mobile video calling was
set against the self-consciousness of being seen unprepared
or being overheard. Synchronous mobile video calling has
since become a comfortable everyday event for many users.
Teenagers are especially comfortable with self-presentation

via video, static or mobile [6]. This is somewhat puzzling
since many of the same self-presentation issues are at play.
For adults in distributed work settings, asynchronous video
has sometimes been evaluated as satisfying for emotional
and personal reasons, but there are concomitant burdens of
shyness and invasiveness [2]. Deaf adults tend to be the
exception, reporting that video allows them to convey the
nuances of sign language [8, 21]. On the other hand,
children take readily to the emotional richness of
asynchronous video clip exchange, engaging fully with its
specialness by treating it as play [15, 22, 37].
Self-presentation in asynchronous video has been found to
be less of an issue among adults when they are in close-knit
social groups and where gifts of emotional response are the
organizational premise of the experience [10, 31]. For
example, in the Social Camera study [10], users posted
photographs to a small close-knit social group, who
responded with three second silent animated GIF files.
These GIFs were considered more emotional, authentic, and
special than the standard messaging response modes of text
comments or likes. It is critical to note, though, video was
never initiatory, only responsive. Of significance here is
that users treated these constraints as framing the app
specifically not as an “instrument of communication” [10,
p. 988] but of sharing special experiences. Communicationoriented video-messaging was reported as burdensome in
terms of impact, quality of content, and flexibility of
content consumption, especially if sound was included.
The common theme here is that there is a “moral order of
looking” [23] in video-mediated communication; sets of
rights and obligations surrounding the enactment of
intimacy over distance through an explicit technical frame.
Further, this moral order is not something that simply
“exists” to be followed. Rather, it takes socio-technical
work to establish and maintain in each call and over many
calls. Licoppe and Morel [25] argue that the moral order of
looking is a practical problem of recipient design at the turn
level. Recipient design refers to way that turns are
constructed with an orientation to who is being addressed
[40, p.229-231]. Users have to ‘ask’ of their interaction as
they conduct it: “what to show, and why, consider (how)
what they show becomes available to the scrutiny of the
recipient, and liable to be assessed for relevance.” [25, p.8].
This brings us back to doing ‘being ordinary’. Selfconsciousness about video stems not just from a concern for
being able to control a favorable self-presentation but the
practical effort of doing so while also putting forward an
observably ordinary self-presentation. As noted above, it is
with this issue in mind that we became interested in Skype
Qik as a research site. While an incumbent asynchronous
video messaging app would be a traditional choice for a
study of everyday use, Skype Qik’s research appeal was the
purity of its constraint to video exchange only. To take
advantage of this, we chose to focus this study on whether
new users would intuitively take to Skype Qik’s as

affording ‘ordinariness’ or they revert to other systems in
which they could more easily do ‘being ordinary’ – in
whatever form that might take. Both situations would
expose their reasoning about the exchange economies of
mobile messaging for keeping in touch.
METHOD

This paper reports results from a field trial in which
participants tried Skype Qik on their own mobiles from the
day of launch for two weeks. Since Skype Qik messages
auto-delete after two weeks, matching the study to this limit
ensured that messages would potentially be available for
viewing. The two-week limit also ensured that experiences
would be fairly fresh during interviews. We acknowledge
that this choice means that our findings cover developing
behavior and reasoning rather than mature understandings,
and should be read as such. On the other hand, the virtue of
novelty is that it exposes reasoning that is otherwise
difficult to find once patterns become entrenched. In
particular, novelty exposes how easy or hard it for
participants to transfer methods of doing ‘being ordinary’,
which is our particular interest in this paper. Future research
of mature use is likely to uncover different patterns of
consistent use (e.g. as [3] has reported for Snapchat).
Given that Skype Qik was a new service without a
preexisting user-base, we recruited to maximize take-up.
PEW has found that older teenagers and young adults
record the most video on mobile phone and post the most
video online [34], and this same demographic has been
found to be comfortable sharing everyday images and video
in apps such as Snapchat [1, 3] and synchronous videocalling services [5]. We used convenience and snowball
sampling in three countries, ultimately recruiting 53 total
participants: 23 participants within the UK (many of whom
were European nationals), 17 in Australia (some of whom
were nationals of other countries), and 13 in Macau (all of
whom were Chinese nationals). The countries were chosen
for convenience of contacts, but we hoped they might
provide for a variety of cultural experiences. Participants
ranged in age from 17 to 44, with 70% between 19 and 25.
55% of participants identified as female, 45% as male. All
but 10 participants were university students, the others
being four secondary school students and six workers (all in
the UK). In the UK we recruited two individuals and six
friend groups varying in size from two to five people. The
Australian and Macau participants were students who used
the app with one another and occasionally some people
outside of the classes. All reported using multiple mobile
applications daily, such that all could be potential adopters
of a new messaging app.
We acknowledge that our recruitment of primarily
university students limits our findings to that population,
and that behavior and reasoning are likely to be related to
context – young parents, for example, might be more likely
to share video of children [27] rather than flirt. As with our

choice of technology maturity, we hope that future research
will explore use by different demographics.
The two-week study began with a kick-off interview,
included a check-in interview at the end of week one, and
concluded with a debrief at the end of the second week. In
kick-offs, participants were asked about their different uses
of mobile video followed by ‘onboarding’ them with Skype
Qik and eliciting first impressions. At check-in, users were
asked for impressions from initial use. Debriefs involved
short surveys on factual aspects of amounts and times of
use but were primarily concerned with eliciting longitudinal
narratives of use. When participants allowed us to watch
Skype Qik threads, we were able to use stimulated recall
[34] to probe sequential issues rather than relying on
entirely on reported glosses of behavior.
During the consent process, participants were briefed that
we did not have access to their messages via in-mobile
recording or server recording, only what they chose to tell
us about and show to us in interviews or send to us directly.
The UK participants, to whom we had direct access,
graciously allowed us to record their message threads. Two
Australian participants sent one message thread each to us.
Three UK participants, five Australian participants, and two
Macau participants also sent us feedback directly via Skype
Qik messages. While this form of research always carries
the risk of participants ‘performing’ for researchers as a
secondary audience, we also briefed participants to treat
their use of Skype Qik in the same manner as they would
try any new messaging app that they come across
organically. As such, there was no requirement to use
Skype Qik exclusively, no set times or tasks, and deciding
to stop using the service at any time was acceptable. Our
sense from interviews was that there was very little that was
especially performative for us, and, further, we argue that
our focus on turn exchange rather than cataloguing uses and
gratifications produces findings that do not dwell on what
users themselves treated as interesting.
Our analysis takes the form of Ethnomethodological and
Conversation Analysis (EMCA) approaches as used in HCI
[12, 14], focusing on how people make socio-technical
reasoning visible in situated local practices. As we noted in
the introduction, given the highly constrained video-only
messaging model of Skype Qik, we were interested in
participants’ reasoning about the values and practices
associated with video turn construction and response as an
economy of exchange [41]. As such, after transcribing all
interviews and video, our analysis focused on drawing out
reasoning around the basic binary of when asynchronous
video messaging was treated as enjoyable and when it was a
struggle. In line with this tradition of research, our goal was
not generalizability of participant attitudes to Skype Qik but
rather understanding interactional reasoning. The findings
below concentrate on detailed illustrations of perspicuous
cases of reasoning within each perspective. All users are
referred to by pseudonyms in the findings.

FINDINGS

As a baseline step in the kickoff interviews we elicited
participants’ understandings of personally created
asynchronous video in mobile communication apps.
Narratives of messaging on WhatsApp, WeChat, and
Facebook Messenger, highlighted one-off videos as
dropped into conversations specifically for quick comment
and evaluation but rarely described as expecting or
encountering video responses:
I’ll send a video of my dog and then we’ll just send haha or
cute or whatever and then we’ll move on. (Ann: 25, UK,
worker)
We send WeChat video of like seasonal events or happy
birthdays. Then you say thanks. (Hau (F): 21, MO,
postgraduate)
I use videos or GIFs to communicate like a feeling or
something in messaging, but not the whole thing (Jim: 20,
AU, undergraduate)
Narratives of sharing personal video on Facebook, Weibo,
Instagram, Vine, and Snapchat highlighted a sense of a
broadcast fishing for attention with interest in accumulating
likes or views, but not demanding sustained engagement:
I make, like, deliberately stupid Vines… No-one responds, I
just see how many loops. (Ken: 17, UK, high school).
I might make a video of a beautiful scenery just to send to
friends to relax but video isn’t for communication (Liu (F):
20, MO, postgraduate).
Videos are for Facebook, where people have time to look at
them and comment. They don’t really fit into messaging
(Jon: 19, AU, undergraduate)

already construed as a matter of exchange obligation. The
point here is that using video in messaging does not ‘come
for free’ simply because people have seen themselves in
other video services. For each new application the value of
the exchange economy has to be negotiated anew.
The most common first impression was, as expected from
prior research, a concern for visual self-presentation:
First thing that springs to mind is obviously you’ve got to
look half decent all the time when you’re using it, because
obviously everyone can see what you look like. (Ann: 25,
UK, worker)
Music videos are fun to make. [Chinese music video
service] is very popular. It makes all the girls look
beautiful. But if this app doesn’t then why use it? (Jia (F):
21, MO, postgraduate)
The understatement of “you’ve got to look half decent” in
Ann’s comment is belied by the three overstatements that
surround it: “obviously”, “everyone”, and “all the time”.
The appeal of generic messaging is that dwelling-aparttogether through text, emoji, and images can be
accomplished in different manners with different others no
matter where one is or what one looks like. Ann’s comment
suggests that everyday video exchange is in a practical
sense impossible because video provides too much
information about oneself to allow everyday, unscheduled,
and ongoing messaging with all possible recipients. Jia’s
comment is more extreme still, proposing that the value of
video lies in its ability to present an idealized self. It would
be confusing for video to present one’s ordinary self.
The other typical initial impression was that sound would
limit the flexibility of video messaging:

Our baseline, then was that while posting or receiving video
clips may well be an everyday affair, video continues to be
treated as a special mode. Video is treated by users as the
outcome of social choices about showing and being shown.
However, there is a distinct absence, indeed there is
resistance, to considering video clips as a desirable medium
for communicative exchange. Video clips are conceived of
as initiators of, or wrapped in, streams of other content
more than an ongoing turn and response modality.

You can’t use it somewhere where you shouldn’t make
sound, so that limits it a bit. (Mia: 20, UK, worker)

First impressions of asynchronous video messaging

All of these quotes indicate that a strong ‘conventional’
constraint [28] of reciprocal obligation for video with sound
far outweighs that of generic messaging. While for
traditional messaging a sneaky look at a text or image and
even typing a quick response can be accomplished almost
anywhere and very quietly, the likelihood that sound will
accompany video has an assumed high transaction cost for
both sender and recipient to consider in terms of attention to
the surrounding context.

The design intention of Skype Qik’s first time use flow
(‘onboarding’) was to show how easy video was to use for
everyday messaging. The onboarding flow began with a
short video of others using the services and finished with
the user framed by the front-facing camera in pre-capture
mode. Despite this onboarding, suddenly seeing oneself in
the state of ‘being ordinary’ was often surprising:
Oh! It puts me on the spot! (Mia: 23, UK, worker)
Mia’s response serves as a summary for almost all
participant reactions to Skype Qik. She is alluding to how
the material view of herself provided by the technology is

I can look at texts in WeChat or Weibo anywhere but if I get
video in this app sometimes I won’t be in the right place to
listen, especially in class (Bai (M): 21, MO, postgraduate)
I’m reluctant to open it in lots of places because I don’t
know how noisy it’s going to be (Amy: 19, AU,
undergraduate)

Right from the first moments, then, participants were
reasoning about Skype Qik in terms of the practical
economies of exchange – how will turns be sought, valued,
and avoided, and how will they be distributed.

Embracing Skype Qik as a gift economy

Those who embraced Skype Qik particularly focused on
video as well suited to a gift economy [31, 45]: the use of
specifically crafted emotionally-oriented clips in which the
obligations of turn and response were demonstrative of the
relationship. However, even when users told us about or
showed us such clips, most consisted of two/three turn
exchanges rather than sustained conversations. Sustained
clip exchange was not as simple as one might imagine. We
illustrate this with issues from two sets of participants, a
pair of female best friends and a shorter report of a group of
five in which a man flirted with four women.
Exchanging video gifts to enact friendship

Ada and Zoe were best friends from Eastern Europe
currently studying in the UK. Coinciding with the period of
the trial they were to be separated for two weeks while Zoe
returned to her home country. When together they typically
used Instagram, Facebook, and VKontakte (a Russian
messaging platform) to message one another every day.
They reported total comfort with creating both glamorous
and unglamorous selfies and readily agreed to trying Skype
Qik while Zoe was away. The result was around 30 total
messages over two weeks. Most videos were one-offs
showing aspects of their respective days, for example Ada
smoking with another friend outside a building or Zoe
sending a head and shoulders view over herself while in a
public toilet during a night out. These raw views of one
another’s life indexed the intimacy of their friendship. One
short sequence of messages between the two women
involved a specifically strong sense of the exchange of
video made as gifts of relational value.

espresso for you”, which is not only a literal gift but also a
resource for a response – Zoe can say something about the
espresso. Further, Ada’s “we miss you” and “we really miss
you” propose a format for a mirrored response (“I miss you
too”). Finally, while the same words could have
accompanied a still image, video with ambient noise seems
emphasizes the authenticity of the situation.
Zoe does respond to the emotional quality of Ada’s video,
although she does not respond about a place at coffee, the
gift of an espresso, or explicitly match “We miss you”.
Rather, Zoe responds with a gift that reciprocates the
emotional intensity of the relationship. Zoe sing Ada the
entirety of the song "Cry" by Rihanna, which deals with the
subject of being broken hearted due to separation. For this
pair, singing for one another and singing together were
common practices of friendship. Their prior gifts of singing
were created in definable units: a short made up song, a
known-in-common section, or a full song.
As Zoe reported in their joint debrief interview, she knew
about the 42 second time limit but had not considered it
especially relevant until this occasion. Now she had found
that the response she had embarked upon was longer than
42 seconds, so she had a choice of stopping with the song
incomplete or continuing the sing the full song in 42 second
chunks – and she chose the latter (Figure 3).

In Figure 2 Ada starts the sequence saying (translated):
Zoe we’re sitting here we miss you. We got an espresso for
me and a green tea for you, so it’s like you’re here with us.
So come back soon, we really miss you.

Figure 2: A place at coffee for an absent friend.
Unlike other one-off videos from this pair where showing
the location and activity were focused on a quick raw
version of oneself, Ada’s turn specifically refers to
geographical and intimate separation. The recording also
has several attributes that encourage response and frame the
nature of that response. Making a place at coffee for her
absent friend materially proposes a ‘place of response’ for
Zoe – as had Zoe been at the table should would be part of a
co-present turn-taking exchange. Ada has also provided “an

Figure 3: Singing "Cry" in 42 second increments.
Zoe reported that an unfinished song would not be a
sufficiently valuable response. Perhaps even more than
Ada’s gift, Zoe’s song is well-suited to the video messaging
paradigm because it demonstrates personalized authentic
emotion using the richness of video. Even the ‘constraint’
of 42 second increments works in Zoe’s favor, as Zoe’s
perseverance demonstrates her commitment to Ada.
Although Zoe does not use the resources of Ada’s turn, the
pair enact a valued exchange. The day after Zoe’s song,
Ada effusively thanked her friend. Ada told us that she had
treated the video as a replayable gift:
I watched the video of her [Zoe] singing that song in the
car many times.
As positive as this might seem, the ‘obviousness’ of this
gift economy comes with a substantial practical burden.
The value of video richness is its fit to contextual need.
Only in extreme situations will such effort be made if video
is the only communicative mode. Video is not simply a
container of richness that can be counted upon to selfevidently provide its own value.

Flirting: The gift of responsiveness

This brings us to our second illustration. Asynchronous
video messaging was found to be of tremendous value for
flirting. One male participant, Ben (20, UK, undergraduate),
exchanged video with four different female participants at
an astonishing rate. Ben had exchanges of between 10 and
20 videos per day, almost every day, with all four women.
Ben’s videos were instructive on the effort required to
sustain asynchronous video exchanges. His videos, either
initiatory or responsive, had three things in common. First,
if initiating, he would ask questions, fish for responses, or
tease, thus always proposing that sustained exchange was to
be expected. Second, he would always respond, usually
rapidly, and he always had the last word, to propose a sense
that every video had value (as he said in the interview
above) and that this value was to be demonstrated by
response. Third, he would respond from anywhere, often
even on the move in the street, or in bed, to propose a sense
of urgency. While clearly flirtatious, the content of these
messages was not especially romantic or sexual. Rather,
Ben’s emphasis on response had value in a gift-oriented
economy not just because they were personal, but because
they emphasized the intoxicating gift of exchange itself.
Ada and Zoe, and Ben and his group, were the most
enthusiastic users in our study. Ben’s flirtatious agenda
took more effort than quick pictures or texting but clearly
he found value in it. For Ada and Zoe video provided a
medium for the kind of emotional exchange they wanted to
cope with separation. We turn now, though, to the far more
prevalent findings of struggle.
The tyranny of the everyday

For many of our participants, exchange outside of a gift
economy was a struggle with the ‘tyranny of the everyday’.
Doing ‘being ordinary’ is to display and attend to the world
that everything is as usual, banal, nothing much [40]. But
for our participants, this was dissonant with their reasoning
about how to engage with others using asynchronous video.
Being ordinary in Skype Qik was a challenge because the
ordinary was ‘inherently unshowable’:
I am constantly thinking, ‘What would this look like on
video?’ But it’s just finding the stuff… (Sam: 22, AU,
undergraduate)
If I was lying in bed, for instance, do I really want my
friend to see me in my pajamas lying in bed? Probably not.
(Viv: 21, AU, undergraduate)
I was retaking some of them, and some of them I just- I
deleted so many videos. (Pam: 19, AU, undergraduate)
Since the visual element was primary to the app’s design,
participants reported difficulties ‘finding’ appropriate video
to capture when one ‘just’ desired to ‘say’ something:
There wasn’t something I wanted to show at this moment, it
was just something I wanted to say so if it’s just something I
want to say it would be very strange if I’m just filming the

wall or something and talking at the same time (Ivy: 20,
UK, undergraduate)
I’m a commenter, not a… Like I don’t have to be seen for
that and I don’t want to have to actually say it (Mia, 23,
UK, worker)
The mundanity of what might be said is not the problem.
Rather the desire to express oneself even mundanely is
being treated as complicated by having to being seen to
practically produce that expression both visually and
vocally. The ‘talking head’ view that might accompany
being a “commenter” draws attention to the making of the
comment rather than the comment itself. A view of “the
wall or something” that Ivy proposes as an improbable
solution would draw attention to the meaningful link
between the visual and the verbal or be accountable for the
lack thereof. The problem of creating value of turns as
produced-to-be-seen complicates the assumed value of the
turn exchange itself, which works against ‘being ordinary’.
Voice struggles

Many participants were more reluctant to speak than to be
seen or to show other things. The common issue of not
wanting to be seen in a state not chosen (e.g. in one’s
pajamas) was considered less of a problem than the active
dislike of one’s own recorded voice.
I feel weird recording myself talking (Pam: 19, AU,
undergraduate)
Ann: It’s really awkward because you don’t want to talk on
them. Nobody likes hearing their own voice.
Interviewer: But you’re not hearing your own voice. The
other person hears your voice.
Ann: Yes, but not if you’re replaying them. (Ann: 25, UK,
worker)
However, for those who were negatively self-conscious
about their voices, the desire to replay a just-filmed video to
check its overall content also raised the problem of hearing
their own voice and thus being sensitized to the possibility
that the recipient might replay the video. This is not an
entirely unwarranted possibility, although deliberate
replaying was only reported by a few participants, such as
Ada above. While Zoe’s video for Ada was a special gift,
and probably produced to be replayed, nothing precludes
any recipient from replaying any video. This is distinct
difference from synchronous video calling in which voice is
ephemeral and replayability is not a requirement (although
synchronous video can, of course, be recorded and
replayed).
The normative position that participants are expressing for
Skype Qik here is that a message created to be ordinary,
outside a gift economy, should not be accorded the
replayable status of a gift. To engage in asynchronous
exchange of video that has no pre-defined requirements is
to give up control over what will be treated as having value.

Video struggles: Recruiting others

Video struggles: The burden of response

Struggles to create video played out in attempts to entice
others to join the service by making clips which the
recipient would see if they responded to an SMS message
inviting the recipient to the service. Liz, who reported being
comfortable creating videos in Snapchat and Vine, told us
in her kick-off interview that she felt she would easily
recruit her friends. However, from serious requests, to
funny faces, and then personalized raps, she failed to recruit
any other users except her partner. As another user said:

Of course not all exchanges need to progress past one turn
and response. However, if everyday messaging is the goal
then an app must encourage doing ‘being ordinary’ via
sustained interaction. This proved difficult for many users
in the trial. We will illustrate this with an extended example
from one participant pair whose difficulties we consider
emblematic of the turn exchange burden of ‘being ordinary’
in asynchronous mobile video messaging. Ann and Bec
were work colleagues who had struck up a strong friendship
over the previous few months. They conducted a significant
proportion of their relationship via WhatsApp, reporting it
as “having a conversation like we’re sat together” (Bec).
We were fortunate to be able to interview this pair together
and develop a joint account of their experiences. The pair
found themselves stymied three times attempting to
produce exchanges, and in each case fell back to another
platform. How is it that participants so comfortable with
WhatsApp struggled with Skype Qik?

I’ve asked friends and I tried to get my sister to download
it, but as soon as you say ‘video’ people are like, ‘What am
I going to send you videos of?’ So that off put a lot of
people. (Pam: 19, AU, undergraduate)
To some extent YouTube faced this same question when it
was first released as well, but YouTube is a broadcast
medium not a messaging medium. “What am I going to
send you videos of?” does not, on the face of it, even report
discussion of a messaging, it reports a proposed burden of
the recruitee having to produce video specifically for the
recruiter. Since no unique production hook is being offered
for these videos, there is dissonance between ‘being
ordinary’ needing practices to show that ‘nothing special’ is
going on while video is assumed to need special content.
Video struggles: Moving on from matching play

Recording a video as a conscious act without feedback from
another focuses attention on finding resources for
production. One strategy was the age-old practice of
playing around in front of the camera. From an exchange
point of view an obvious response would be to either match
or one-up the initiating message. Oli filmed a cut-off view
of his face emphasizing his eyes, a close-up of his laptop,
knocked over a ladle, and then zoomed in and out of
homework on paper (Figure 4, top).

Their first exchange lasted just three turns, the last of which
was actually accidental. Earlier that day Ann had
complained about eating soup too often that month and
would have it again that night. Bec also happened to be
eating soup that night, so she decided to use Skype Qik:
Bec: I was just having my dinner and I thought, ‘I’ll just
send her my picture.’ But I didn’t want to speak over it and
go, ‘This is really good soup.’ I just sent the still image of
my thumb up, yes, so she knew it was nice.
In common with many participants Bec was negatively selfconscious about her voice. The problem she thus had to
solve was not that she had nothing to say, or that what she
had to say was topically mundane, but rather that she
needed a soundless video to convey it. Conveniently, there
was a common visual method of positive evaluation, the
upraised thumb, which did not require verbal
accompaniment. Thus she sent a short ‘thumbs up’ video
accompanied by ambient room noise (Figure 5, left).

Figure 4: Matching absurdist play.
In response, Fay closely matched three of Oli’s four
vignettes, albeit not in quite the same order. She began with
the same cut-off face to emphasize her eyes, then zoomed
in and out of highlighted book pages, and finished by
picking up and dropping her highlighter (Figure 4, bottom).
This, however, was the end of the exchange for that
evening. Such play is fun, but no pairs engaged in it more
than a few times, nor did it lead to sustained exchanges.

Figure 5: Matching silent evaluations of soup and an
‘unrespondable’ dog turn.
Bec’s turn is an assessment, for which there is a preference
for reciprocal or upgraded second assessments [33]. So in
terms of recipient-design, Bec’s initiating turn proposes the
content and form of Ann’s response. Videographically it is
also easily matchable by Ann. Ann matched Bec’s turn by
indicating displeasure with her own soup situation via a

‘thumbs down’ over her own bowl of soup (Figure 5,
middle). Ann’s turn also matches Bec’s turn by eschewing
vocals for ambient room sound (the ambient sound bears no
apparent relation to the visual). This first turn and response
seems like the start of ongoing interaction: the turns are
well matched, convey clear concepts, and fit the kind of
content this pair would exchange in WhatsApp.

that Bec felt that should could not bring herself to make a
video in which she said simply “cool”. A video of saying
“cool” is not ‘being ordinary’, writing “cool” is ‘being
ordinary’. For Bec, to “reach out” is something that she
“can’t” imagine doing with Skype Qik. This is an extreme
formulation of constraint, especially in contrast to the ease
of reaching out via WhatsApp:

The next turn was a non-sequitur. Ann reported that after
sending first response to Bec she accidentally sent Bec one
of the example Skype Qik ‘Fliks’ (a dog in sunglasses
licking its lips; Figure 5, right). Bec did not respond to this
second turn from Ann. We were curious about why the
exchange ended at this point. The pair reported that the
problem was that they both wanted to respond in writing.
We asked them what they might have written and why:

Bec: Because we have to film each other, or I guess film the
screen I’m looking at … but then again, we can’t say what
we’re thinking at the same time. So if I sent her the screen
picture of what I’m watching, you want to say, ‘This is sad,’
but Emma wouldn’t know that from just looking at the
screen picture of the movie.

Ann: Probably something like, ‘Still hungry’ and that would
have probably led to more interaction because then she
could have then responded to that in some way. You know,
maybe she was going on and having dessert or something.
Bec: I think with filming things for me to just be there
going, ‘How did your soup taste? Was it good?’ I think you
just want a quick answer to that. ‘Yes,’ ‘No.’ Whereas then
obviously Ann would have to film something back and it just
doesn’t seem feel as instant. It just doesn’t feel as natural. I
just felt a bit weird just to go, ‘How did it taste?’ and then
send that to her.
Both Ann and Bec express difficulties with generating an
appropriate next turn in video, even though they can
hypothesize the verbal content of a next turn and several
more beyond. Nevertheless, Bec reports that video is
inappropriately rich for asking and especially responding to
assessing the soup’s taste. Of note here is a nuanced
concern with temporality. Speed of response reflects the
simplicity and mundanity of the content but also a
commitment to near real-time engagement. To produce a
video response is seen as taking disproportionately long.
However, while Skype Qik use ended for that night, the talk
did not. The pair reverted to WhatsApp. Specifically, Bec
wanted to respond Ann’s non-sequitur dog post. On
WhatsApp, they said, the attentional focus of both
participants would be on the spontaneous topical flow
rather than the rich display of producing the video:

Interviewer: Because you would refuse to speak.
Bec: Yes.
The problem, again, is twofold. ‘What to show?’ is a
constructional problem when the primary communicative
desire is to comment, even when this comment is about a
visual concept such as a sad film. This problem is
exacerbated by the personal constraint of refusing to
comment vocally in a video, vastly reducing the potential
communicative value of the exchange.
For the next few days Ann struggled to conceive how she
might construct moments of friendship with Bec:
Ann: Normally I wouldn’t be sat there thinking, ‘I really
need to message Bec tonight. What can I say?’ You just
don’t even think about it. You know, ‘How’s your night
going?’ Or, ‘Oh, my God. Are you watching this on TV?’
That kind of thing. You don’t really think, yes, you just do.
What is of note here is the articulation of the intuitive
friendship enactment enabled in WhatsApp: “you don’t
even think about it … you just do.” In this sense the
medium retreats somewhat into the background enabling
relationships to be lived and enacted. One of the challenges
here is how video needs to be situated as part of a sequence
of turn exchanges. A video in Skype Qik ‘cannot’ simply be
the capture of a funny or special moment – as it might be in
WhatsApp – because it would need to invite particular
forms of response appropriate to video.

Bec: She sent me that image and I wanted to reach out to
her and go, ‘Cool,’ and then I was like, ‘I can’t, but with
WhatsApp I can.’ ‘Hey, cool picture. Cute dog.’ Then we
had like a 20-minute conversation on WhatsApp just about
our evening. Just like, ‘Watching TV. What are you doing?’
‘Oh, I’m watching a really sad film, have you seen it?’ ‘Oh,
it’s so sad, this is what’s happening,’ and just giving each
other updates on what we’re doing.

Figure 6: Ann’s ‘unrespondable’ chocolate turn.

Even though Ann’s dog video post was a non-sequitur, Bec
does not treat that as a problem. It is the kind of topical shift
treated as ‘being ordinary’ in WhatsApp. The problem is

We see some of these concerns in the second attempt by
Ann to engage with Bec. Ann, who had missed breakfast
one morning, resorted to buying a chocolate bar and

thought this might amuse Bec (Figure 6). However, Bec did
not respond. As with prior exchange, Bec was not confused
about what Ann was trying to say, or had nothing to say
herself. Rather, she was concerned with what she could
show given her self-imposed refusal to speak:
Bec: If she just sent a message and I could just say what I
thought to her film or something, rather than have to send
another film back because, yes, I don’t know what I’d send
to accompany my message of, ‘Healthy start to the day.’
What this points to is how video clips are more typically
oriented to as one-off entities that can be made the subject
of other modes of response, e.g. button-push evaluations
(Likes, favorites, hearts, votes) or written comments and
emoji. The burden of exchange, then, is not simply one that
simply resides in video production for initiation of a thread.
Rather the burden escalates when a response must occur in
the same mode. In this case Bec’s report that “I don’t know
what I’d send to accompany my message” indicates that
commenting on Ann’s content is the entirety of the task, but
that that making a new video would necessarily entail
creating additional content that would fall outside the
‘content—comment’ turn pair as she conceives of it.
The burden of response is not simply the result of limited
imaginations or illiteracy with video. However, the
respondent’s ability to act is ultimately constrained by the
resources around them at that place and in that time. We
see this illustrated the final attempt by Ann to interact with
Bec. In this final episode, Ann sends Bec a video her own
pet dog (not the pre-recorded Qik Flik dog) (Figure 7):
Ann: My dog was doing weird stuff on the floor and I
thought it was something that Bec would be able to relate to
and I was hoping she was going to send me one back.

Figure 7: Ann’s second ‘unrespondable’ dog turn.
Bec did not respond despite enjoying Ann’s video. Bec
imagined a matched response of her own dog doing
something similarly silly and amusing:
Bec: I did look at my dog Fudge but he was fast asleep and
I was like, well that’s pretty boring to send her back a fast
asleep one.
In the moment, situational circumstances create an implied
burden of exchange value. The response needs to be
videographically fitted along a range of dimensions (action,
emotion, etc.). Bec had a dog that she could have filmed,

but it was not the resource she wanted to construct the
imagined fitted response. She could have woken up her dog
or otherwise found a visual using it, but she prioritized
matching as the primary value of visual construction. The
range of possible responses is not simply constrained by the
limits of a user’s imagination but also by the circumstantial
resources at hand and how they are videographically
available to demonstrate that an exchange of video for
video is being valued. Bec reported again turning to more
flexible possibilities of WhatsApp:
Bec: I went onto WhatsApp, ‘Hey Ann, your dog’s so cute,
that’s so funny’ and then I think we spoke like for like half
an hour or something about TV, watching X Factor. Then
we spoke about Strictly. Then we spoke about World War
Two. And then I was like ‘Do you love the Royal Family?’
The topical openness and shifting of an extended
conversation in WhatsApp is indicative of the issues at play
here. Generic messaging offers people expressive
flexibility. In this way, and in contrast to burden of video,
participants are not constrained by what is around them at
the time and in that place. They can communicate about
television without having to watch a specific program; they
can communicate about pets without training the pet to
perform on command; they can communicate about WWII
without having been part of it; they can talk about the Royal
Family without needing to be in their royal presence. The
leanness of text allowed for a very delicate level of social
control. Discussing ordinary life is a far cry from allowing
rich access to the ‘backstage’ [16] of that same life.
DISCUSSION

The usual limitations of small-scale studies apply to this
research, and some service maturity and population
limitations point to the need for future research. As such,
our findings and conclusions are preliminary. Our study of
Skype Qik at launch found that participants oriented less to
video as efficient, time-shifted, high-fidelity access to the
other and more to self-conscious concern about
videographic obligations of turn-taking. Some embraced it
as a gift economy but most struggled with using purely
asynchronous video exchange in sustained manner for
everyday interaction. Self-presentation was foremost in our
participants’ minds, but not simply in terms of favorable or
unfavorable versions. Rather, the greatest struggle was how
to do ‘being ordinary’ in terms of the construction of video
turn-by turn. In that regard, participants expressed that bing
constrained to purely asynchronous video for exchange was
dissonant with the freedom of ‘lean’ generic messaging. As
has been found from the earliest days of CMC research [38,
39, 46], leanness affords two value propositions.
First, leanness decouples the topic of talk from its literal
production context, such that there is extreme flexibility of
what is discussed where, who is included, truth and its
verifiability, and so on. That is not to say such issues cannot
be raised and addressed, but that users have nuanced and
sensitive control over its deployment, especially in

response. Even users who know each other well both online
and offline are able to control fine details of access to
personal aspects of life, or, indeed, to reduce their salience.
Second, leanness allows for highly imaginative freedom.
Topical flow based on fleeting and tenuous references
between concepts becomes a defining feature of such
exchanges. So, for example, though two friends messaging
from home in the evening may expect one another to be in
their pajamas, the fact that this is not visible affords both
the freedom to exchange (there is no need to “look half
decent”) and the freedom of exchange (the observable space
is less likely to be a topic). This is an orientation to
togetherness – ‘Me With You’.
When asynchronous video messaging is the only mode
possible, by contrast, the morality of looking is highlighted.
Direct and raw access to one another’s environment – even
if crafted deliberately – lends itself to a sense that gaze is
not neutral but interrogative. Our participants oriented to
the practical issue of turn exchange as questioning their
representations of self and other with respect to ‘being
ordinary’. Instead of ‘Me With You’, asynchronous video
messaging proposes an orientation to a simultaneous gift
and a burden of obligation – ‘Me For You’.
Most of the time in generic messaging we are indeed ‘being
ordinary’, and doing so with ease [4, 5, 9, 18, 19]. The
“tosh” of everyday messaging [29] is the doing ‘being
ordinary’ of phatic communion: “free aimless social
intercourse, low in informational content, disconnected with
the current activity, highly formulaic, and often ‘supremely
obvious’” [26, p. 313]. Generic messaging supports doing
‘being ordinary’ across time and space precisely because
words, emoji, and images that make up most generic
messaging are ‘just enough’ to bond without the need for
the complex displays of ordinariness required when we can
see and hear one another. ‘Just enough’ communication can
imaginatively be ‘quite enough’. The burden of richness
carried by video is that clips that a viewer knows have been
crafted to be ‘just so’ are interrogated for all the meaning
that is contained in the visual and auditory fields. Little is
left to the imagination.
This is not to argue that video does not support sharing
everyday moments at all, but that the key is in whether such
moments are treated as self-contained or treated as part of
sustained exchange. [3] found Snapchat users describing
their videos and pictures as carefree glimpses of “nothing”,
“everyday stuff”, and “living in the moment”. Users may
send responsive Snapchat posts, but this seems rare. [3]
found that “participants typically understood Snapchat as a
form of messaging rather than photo sharing” based on a
distinction between “moments” versus the “momentous”.
Our participants oriented to messaging as being about
sustained exchanges rather than shared self-contained
moments. The distinction between everyday exchange
versus everyday moments, then, represents an important
choice when developing design goals.

The most obvious implication for design is that when
sustained everyday exchange is the goal, using purely video
is probably of limited value to users except for certain niche
contexts. For example, the Glide video messaging service
specifically targets the deaf teen community in much of its
marketing efforts [47], and even then Glide also allows
users to respond to clips with comments, emoji, and
evaluation buttons of various kinds. Video clips work best
either as one-offs with such features attached to each, or
when video is one of a number of features so that users can
switch between lean and rich modes as best fits the needs of
the communicative action in context.
The broader implication is rather than offering richness of
mode, designers should strive for perceived flexibility of
communicative control. Richness of modality is a not
simple container of value or a threshold of fidelity beyond
which mediated communication takes care itself. Richness
should be conceived of in terms of the flexible control of fit
between features and activity. This broadly echoes findings
of prior research and more recent design frameworks of
various video-mediated contexts [34]. Flexibility does not
mean proliferation of features nor total configurability of
features. Rather, it means considering how any given
feature could be used for recipient design. The more that
any given feature can provide a resource to fit a range of
contexts, the richer that feature is. The Yo app, for example,
allows a single indexical expression, “Yo” to be used in a
multitude of notification situations [24]. Slack has recently
‘reinvented’ emoji [43] as ‘reactji’, allowing them to be
shared and totaled for all sorts of scenarios as part of the
app’s IRC-style messaging. This allows far more utility
than ‘Like’ button because it provides more options that are
more combinable across more contexts.
CONCLUSIONS

It is still too soon to predict the fate of asynchronous mobile
video messaging, as the time, technology, and attitudes may
not yet be right. Mobile livecasting, for example, seemed
unlikely when the original Qik was released, but Meerkat
and Periscope appear to have revived it. It is clear, though,
that design needs to take into account how the moral order
of looking and economies of turn exchange are resources
for people’s practical reasoning about communication
technology. As well as exciting new capabilities, successful
communication technologies will likely be the those that
support or augment people’s practices for displaying and
observing one another doing ‘being ordinary’.
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